Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The vapor--liquid--solid (VLS) growth mechanism was first proposed by Wagner and Ellis in 1964^[@CR1]^ to explain Si whisker growth. Later, in the 1970′s, Givargizov contributed significantly to the understanding of the VLS mechanism. He investigated the nanowire diameter dependence of the growth rate, both in terms of the Gibbs--Thomson effect and in terms of side facet diffusion^[@CR2]^. In the early 2000′s whisker growth had a renaissance, to a great extent spurred by Hiruma's research in the 1990's^[@CR3]^, and the whiskers grown since then are often orders of magnitude thinner and are more commonly referred to as nanowires. Such nanowires, made of III--V semiconductors and fabricated using liquid metal alloys (often gold- or group III-based) as catalyst particles, are being widely investigated in several application areas, where photovoltaics^[@CR4]^ and solid state lighting^[@CR5]^ are two major ones.

These and other applications demand highly controllable fabrication, which requires a thorough understanding of the nanowire growth process. This fact, often spurred by scientific curiosity, has motivated many efforts in developing theories for VLS growth, see for instance^[@CR6]^ for an overview. Many of these theories include the composition of the metal catalyst particle^[@CR7]--[@CR9]^, which is often explicitly^[@CR10]^, or implicitly, assumed to be homogeneous. This is summarily justified by the notion that the diffusion through a small liquid drop should be sufficiently fast to make the assumption of a homogeneous composition valid. In most cases, as we will show, this is indeed true and the assumption is valid. However, a quantitative analysis of the compositional homogeneity of the metal particle during VLS growth has until now been missing.

Warranted by the importance of this knowledge, we here introduce a measure for this homogeneity in the form of a dimensionless number, which turns out to be related to the Damköhler number and to the mass transfer Biot number. We calculate this number and show that in typical cases of VLS growth, it is indeed safe to assume that the catalyst particle is homogeneous. Moreover, we estimate the time it takes to homogenize a liquid catalyst particle. More precisely, we calculate the time it takes for a particle with zero initial concentration to reach a concentration at the solid--liquid growth interface that approaches the concentration at the surface, that is, at the liquid--vapor interface. Based on our results, we conclude that diffusion through the liquid catalyst particle is rarely the limiting factor in VLS growth of nanowires.

Catalyst particle homogeneity {#Sec2}
=============================

We start our analysis by introducing a measure for the relative maximum concentration difference in the catalyst particle during steady state nanowire growth. This measure also describes the compositional homogeneity of the particle. Here we assume that the growth proceeds continuously with the steady state axial growth rate, which thus sets the rate that atoms from the liquid incorporate into the solid. The measure is a dimensionless number, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The problem at hand is to determine an expression for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Analytic calculations {#Sec3}
=====================

Here we show the analytic solutions to Eqs. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}--[5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) for a few simple geometries and we start with the trivial one dimensional case:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next we solve Eqs. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}--[5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) in two dimensions, that is, for a semicircle instead of a hemisphere as in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. With boundary conditions corresponding to those in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, but with reduced dimension, we get the solution,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we generalize the rectangular boundary and solve Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) in three dimensions with cylindrical boundary conditions. That is, we assume that the catalyst particle is shaped like a cylinder of radius $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Scaling analysis {#Sec4}
================

Since we have seen that the homogeneity index can be written in the form of Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) for all the investigated cases, we use a scaling approach to show that this proportionality is general and therefore valid for the more realistic geometry in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The problem at hand, Eqs. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}--[5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), contains a characteristic length scale, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is easy to verify that the proportionality in Eq. ([17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) holds for any reasonable domain if the part of the boundary where the flux $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Homogeneity coefficient for the hemisphere {#Sec5}
==========================================

We now turn to the case of the hemisphere. In order to compute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion of catalyst particle homogeneity {#Sec6}
===========================================

In this section, we will discuss the homogeneity coefficient, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the previously outlined analytically solvable cases can serve as approximations to the more realistic problem, the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Before we can discuss the homogeneity of the catalyst particle we need to estimate the parameters in Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). Typical growth temperatures for GaAs nanowires are 400--700 °C and the diffusivity of metal atoms in metal solvents are all in the range 10^--9^--10^--8^ m^2^/s, depending on temperature and materials combination^[@CR15]^. So, for our order of magnitude estimation it will suffice to set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D_{{{\text{BB}}}}$$\end{document}$ is the self-diffusivity of B. Combining Eq. ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) for the two cases: diffusion of Ga in Au--Ga and diffusion of As in Au--Ga, we can eliminate the atomic diameter and the self-diffusivity of Au. Then, since the van der Waals radii of Ga and As are almost equal ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi =$$\end{document}$ 4 × 10^--4^, that is, the catalyst particle is very close to being homogeneous also for this extremely high growth rate. This means that it is always safe to assume that the particle is compositionally homogeneous for VLS growth and that the axial growth rate is not limited by diffusion through the liquid catalyst particle. In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} we show a numerical calculation of the concentrations in the catalyst particle for this set of parameters. Here it is clearly seen that the variation in concentration is extremely small and that the minimum concentration is at the center of the growth interface.Figure 3Numeric calculation of the concentration in the catalyst particle for the parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R=$$\end{document}$ 100 nm. The color scale indicates the (very small) concentration gradient.

For the same set of parameters, we can in fact estimate what the growth rate would be if diffusion through the liquid were rate limiting. In this case we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi = 1$$\end{document}$ and solve for the growth rate, resulting in the enormous growth rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G =$$\end{document}$ 240 μm/s. It seems unlikely that crystalline nanowires can form with this high growth rate. On the other hand, diffusion through the particle can be rate limiting for VSS growth, where the diffusivity is orders of magnitude smaller. Persson et al.^[@CR20]^ investigated gold catalyzed growth of GaAs nanowires using chemical beam epitaxy, and concluded that the growth proceeded by the VSS mechanism and was limited by Ga diffusion through the solid catalyst particle. Indeed, using the data from this investigation, we estimate a homogeneity index of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi \approx 1$$\end{document}$, indicating a strong concentration gradient in the particle, consistent with diffusion controlled growth. On the other hand, Koryakin et al.^[@CR21]^ have investigated gold catalyzed growth of InAs nanowires at very low temperatures and also in this case, VSS growth was concluded. However, their relatively high diffusivity and their low growth rate led to a very low homogeneity index, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi \approx 10^{ - 5}$$\end{document}$. That is, the particles seem homogeneous and diffusion through the bulk of the particle cannot be rate limiting. This is not in conflict with the conclusions of Koryakin et al., who found that the growth is limited by diffusion of As along the nanowire--catalyst interface, which limits the nucleation rate of new layers^[@CR21]^.

So far we have used a steady state model, meaning that the flux into the particle equals the flux out of the particle, which is equivalent to the growth rate. In certain experimental situations this steady state is broken so that the supply of material is smaller than the growth rate. This happens if the total amount of excess material in the seed particle is not large enough to complete one layer, that is if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{S} < 2\sqrt 3 /\left( {a_{L}^{2} R} \right)$$\end{document}$ for a cylindrical nanowire growing in a {111}-direction with a hemispherical particle, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R =$$\end{document}$ 10 nm. Thus, for sufficiently thin wires, the excess amount of material in the catalyst particle will not suffice to complete a layer.

This leads to a situation where the layer nucleates and grows using both the (small) initial supply in the particle and the flux from the vapor phase. When this small initial supply is consumed, the concentration in the particle reaches a certain critical concentration related to a minimum in the Helmholtz free energy^[@CR22]^, which we here estimate as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{0} = 0$$\end{document}$), which in any case should be the lower limit of this concentration. After this the growth rate of the remaining part of the layer is limited by the flux from the vapor phase and will thus proceed slower than initially. For VLS growth, this effect is known as the "stopping effect"^[@CR23]^. As we will show in the next section, the timescale for diffusion through the liquid is fast enough for steady state diffusion to set in almost immediately after the concentration is changed. Here we also mention that even in the case when the amount of material in the particle is sufficiently large so that there is no "stopping effect", there can still be some temporal variation of the concentration and thus of the supersaturation, which gives rise to anti-correlation of nucleation events, so called nucleation anti-bunching^[@CR24]^.
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Da}} = k_{r} /k_{d}$$\end{document}$^[@CR25]^. If the nanowire growth rate can be described as a pseudo first-order process, the reaction rate constant can be written as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{r} = G/\left( {{\Omega }c_{0} } \right)$$\end{document}$. The diffusion rate constant is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\text{Da}} = a\frac{GR}{{D{\Omega }c_{0} }}. $$\end{document}$$

Using Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) we substitute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \chi = \frac{{{\text{Da}}}}{{1 + {\text{Da}}}}. $$\end{document}$$

As the Damköhler number measures the growth rate in comparison to the diffusion rate, this can be a convenient route to estimate the catalyst particle homogeneity. We immediately see that if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Da}} \ll 1$$\end{document}$, which it is for VLS growth, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi \approx {\text{Da}}.$$\end{document}$ On the other hand, for materials systems where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi \approx 1$$\end{document}$ and the growth is limited by diffusion through the particle.

Another relevant dimensionless number is the mass transfer Biot number, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Bi}}_{m}$$\end{document}$. It is defined as the mass transfer rate at the interface divided by the mass transfer rate in the bulk^[@CR26]^. Since the interface mass transfer in this system is identical to the growth rate, we have that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Diffusion time {#Sec7}
==============

In this section we calculate the time it takes to diffuse through the particle and refill it again to some small supersaturation after a stopping event, so that growth can proceed. To calculate this time, we use the one-dimensional approximation and we change the coordinate system as compared to Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}), so that the particle surface is located at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on these time estimations we conclude that diffusion through the particle indeed occurs on a much faster time scale than it takes to grow a layer (0.5 ms/layer for Aerotaxy, typically much longer for MOVPE). This implies that after any change in surface concentration, the interface concentration approaches the surface concentration almost instantaneously, which in turn implies that the particle is always compositionally homogeneous, even if its concentration varies with time. Since we have used the one-dimensional approximation we expect the calculated times to be overestimated by a factor of two, which would make the homogeneity argument even stronger, and is in any case accurate enough for an order of magnitude estimation.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

We have investigated the compositional homogeneity of the metal catalyst particle during VLS (vapor--liquid--solid) growth of nanowires. We have introduced a homogeneity measure in the form of a dimensionless number and using steady state diffusion calculations we show that the catalyst particle is homogeneous during VLS growth but that there can be a large concentration gradient through the particle in the case of VSS growth, that is, growth with a solid particle. We have also performed time dependent calculations, which show that the response to a concentration change can be considered instantaneous on the time scale relevant for VLS growth. To conclude, the catalyst particle is homogeneous even if the concentration can vary with time, depending on the growth conditions and the size of the particle. The growth rate is not limited by diffusion through the particle for VLS growth of nanowires.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

The analytical, steady state solutions to the diffusion equation, Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), were obtained using the Fourier method, that is, separation of variables. The time dependent solution to the zero flux boundary problem, Eq. ([27](#Equ27){ref-type=""}), was obtained by summing and subtracting translated and reflected as well as only translated error function solutions, which also satisfy the diffusion equation, so that the derivative at the specified location becomes zero and that the surface concentration still has the desired value. This technique has been described by Crank^[@CR27]^.

The numerical solution to the hemispherical problem was performed with finite element modelling (FEM), using COMSOL Multiphysics software^[@CR28]^. Equations ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}--[5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) were here solved numerically using a rotated two-dimensional version of the geometry defined in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and a typical result for realistic parameter values is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (solved in 3D for this illustrative plot). The parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$) plotted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} was also calculated using FEM in a rotated 2D geometry, with the number of mesh elements at the particle--wire interface constrained to 100 regardless of particle size.
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